About Leander
Telling the story of Leander never gets old. It started
in 1998. Stig Leander, who served his apprenticeship as
blacksmith, had for some time worked on designing a
dining chair with replaceable seat and back. While his
work progressed, his sister-in-law became pregnant with
twins. And with the pregnancy, an idea came to life.
Would it be possible to design a cradle or cot that
would sooth and stimulate a child’s development? Stig
kept asking himself that question over and over again.
In fact, he thought about it so much that he eventually decided to find the answer himself. By using cardboard, glue and thread, slowly the idea began to take
shape, and so did the story of Leander.
A company was born.

Leander gives you unique
design, uncompromising
quality and thought-through
functionality

LEANDER
™
LUNA
Light and simple

Simple as a child´s play
Simple as a child´s play - that´s the idea behind the Leander
Luna™ line, uniting our Nordic design heritage with our love for
the playful nature of children. The floating nature of the furniture design, combined with solid quality and unique details, will
make everyday life feel even more fun.

Playtime

Clever storage solutions create a feeling of calm and cosiness in your child’s room. The
small Leander Luna™ wardrobe meets the playful universe of the child. With its fine
oblique legs and lines, it looks like a familiar playmate with strong inner values.

Daydream

COSY MOMENTS

with your best friend,
brother or sister
The Leander Luna™ bed can be changed into a sofa. With its
soft textile surface, the sofa is the perfect spot for reading a
story, relaxing or daydreaming – and maybe taking a little nap.
Mix and match our organic textiles to create a playful look with
your favourite colours.

”It’s my vision to design products that make
the adventurous journey of raising kids a
bit easier and more fun. It’s not just about
designing furniture. It is about creating
products that make a positive difference
and encourage the child to play, move and
be creative. Furniture that enhances development. To me, great design is shaped to
the needs of the child and never the other
way round.
I am always curious about new materials,
forms and functions. I love to explore the
properties and possibilities of materials
and techniques. And I´m always seeking
opportunities rather than limitations.
When designing, I’m inspired by our rich
Nordic design heritage with its strong,
subtle expressions and its love for natural
materials.”

STIG LEANDER
Designer & Founder

LEANDER
™
CLASSIC
Timeless design that grows
with your child

”I have 15 years of experience with the
Leander Classic™ cradle. The concept is unique
because the cradle’s subtle rocking motion supports
and encourages the child’s motor coordination.”
VIBEKE SCHULTZ,
Health visitor and sensory-motor counsellor

Sleepingtime

Sleep helps your child to grow and develop
The Leander Classic™ bed is designed to be your child’s
companion from the first days after birth to the junior age.
On the inside, the Classic™ baby cot is a cosy and safe nest for
your child to sleep in. On the outside, the sculptural form has
what it takes to become a real design classic.

An ergonomic chair fitting
perfectly to your little bundle of joy
The Leander Classic™ highchair is designed to make mealtime
as comfortable and calm as possible – both for your child and for
you. Thanks to the iconic legs in moulded wood the chair follows
your child´s moves. The highchair provides ergonomically correct
support for any age, even for adults.

LEANDER
™
LINEA
Craftmanship meets urban
living – created for modern
families

Contemporary design
that impresses with
smart functionality

Unique features
that make parenting
a little easier

Flexible furniture
- our Leander beds grow with your child
Our furniture is designed to be long-lasting and to make a positive
difference in your everyday life. Thanks to the flexible design our
furniture adapts to the changing needs of your child.

stig leander
Designer & Founder

STIG LEANDER
Designer & Founder

Tailored to fit an
urbane lifestyle
The Leander Linea™ line offers contemporary and innovative furniture with an edgy look. Its distinctive
angels and lines in combination with traditional craft
techniques like finger joints add a sophisticated look to
your space. Use the Leander textiles in contemporary
colours to complete the look.

LEANDER
™
MATTY
Soft and warm as
baby’s skin

MAKE LIFE EASY

so simple, but oh so unique
Leander Matty™ is a revolutionary changing mat providing safety
and ease when changing your baby. It is made from the softest
PUR foam - a material that is extremely close to the feeling of
bare skin and adapts to room temperature very quickly. Matty™
is light in weight and has a firm back for better stability, so
that you can take it with you and place it wherever you like.

Use Matty™ to all
of your children
Matty™ is impossible to wear down. Clean it with a
moist cloth with water or alcohol. It is a clean, soft
and safe changing mat that can be used by all your
children and it will also be a stylish it-piece in your
home and on tour giving you award-winning design
in a clean and unpretentious way.

LEANDER
™
WALLY
Wall mounted changing table
- inspired by a droplet

Make nappy time a relaxing moment
for you and your child
Wally™ is a discrete, functional and safe changing station. Being
placed on the wall like a sculpture, it allows you to open the table
using just one hand. Leander Wally is a complete changing station
designed with high edges for added safety, practical containers for
accessories and the softest surface you can imagine for your little
one. The unique surface made of PUR foam adapts to room temperature which makes it comfortable, warm and pleasant for your baby.

Inspired by a droplet light and levitating
Wally™ meets the need for flexibility in a contemporary home
while embracing the values of great design. Leander Wally™
combines complex functionality and stunning beauty in a unique
and stylish droplet on the wall.

DESIGN
AWARDS

Leander Matty™
changing mat

Leander Wally™
wall mounted changing table

Design

Description

Description

Stig Leander

Matty™ is an all-in-one changing space. At home and

Wally™ the wall-mounted changing table is inspired by

on-the-go. The soft cushioned mat has a contemporary

a droplet. Light and levitating. While holding your baby

design that makes your daily pit stops a real pleasure.

in your arms, you unfold the wall-mounted changing

Unlike many other changing mats, Matty™ is made of

table and place your child on the mat. The changing

moulded PUR, that is soft to the touch. The mat is easy

mat is made from a soft PUR-foam that imitates the

to clean, hygienic, and has a water-resistant surface.

natural feeling of skin. The surface adjusts to the heat

The slip-resistant base keeps the mat on the changing

in the room making it warm and comfortable against

table or a smooth surface. You do not need to worry

the baby’s skin. This makes your child calm and ready

about covers that need to be washed constantly.

for a cosy nappy change.

Statement of the jury

Statement of the jury

Matty™ is outwardly an unique, useful and simple

With a promise of comfort through the use of con-

baby changing mat that is waterproof and requires no

temporary surface materials, which adapts the ambi-

additional covers. The combination of a non-slide base

ent temperature, the product appears clever, neat and

and high sides appears a safe and versatile aid for pa-

elegant. Useful storage compartments at the back that

rents anywhere it is needed.

are covered when stowed against a wall make the table

Winner
Excellent Product Design
Baby and Child Care
Company/Client
Leander A/S

resemble a water drop and minimise its form.

Winner
Excellent Product Design
Baby and Child Care
Company/Client
Leander A/S
Design
Stig Leander

LEANDER
TEXTILES

Textiles address our
senses and feelings
very directly
That is why it mean a lot to children. The right textiles can create the cosy
atmosphere that makes your child feel comfortable and safe.
At Leander, our mission has always been to create products made with
care. All of our textiles are made from 100% controlled organic cotton from
Oeko-Tex 100 certified suppliers - to make sure that our textiles do not
contain any substances that could harm your child. It’s important for us
only to use premium quality fabrics. They have to be well-woven, durable,
flexible and should keep the shape even after they have been washed over
and over again.
Textiles that touch your child’s skin should always feel very soft and comfortable.
I’ve created a colour palette of soft, neutral tones and a few bold nuances
to enable multiple combinations. Mix and match the textiles to create your
very own individual and playful children’s room.

ANNETTE FRANK
Textile designer

Leander materials & quality
Providing furniture and textiles for children all over the world
is a big responsibility, and we take our responsibility very seriously. We select raw materials with the utmost care. They have to
be durable, safe and highly functional. We strive to use natural
materials whenever possible.
Wood, leather, fabric and recently also PUR foam are the most
frequently used materials in our portfolio.
Over the years, we have established close working relationships
with our suppliers who share the same values as us. We work
close together and have full confidence in them.

We believe in shape,
function and honest materials
Ever since the first furniture took shape in the workshop in Silkeborg in
Denmark, our commitment at Leander has been rooted in a deep respect for
craftsmanship and responsibility for quality, and the passion for materials.
For Leander it is the link between the form, the functional idea and the good raw
materials that makes the good and long-lasting design.

LEANDER CLASSIC™

LEANDER CLASSIC™
White

Grey

Leander Classic™ cradle

White

Grey

Leander Classic™ dresser

Cradle w. mattress and celing hook
H: 30 cm W: 50 cm L: 83 cm

100041

White

100041-09

Grey

Tripod for Classic™ cradle
H: 197 cm (240-274 cm) W: 120 cm
D: 120 cm

105012-03

White, alu

105012-09

Grey, alu

Dresser incl. 6 brown leather handles
H: 90 cm W: 94 cm D: 50 cm

640000-03 White

Changing unit for Classic™ dresser
H: 12 cm W: 94 cm D: 72 cm

640100-03

640000-09 Grey

White

640100-09 Grey

Leander Classic™ wardrobe

Whitewash

White

Walnut

Grey

Wardrobe
incl. 1 hanger rail, 2 brown leather
handles, 3 moveable shelves
H: 190 cm W: 110 cm D: 58 cm

640220-03

White

640220-09 Grey

Leander Classic™ babybed
Baby cot 0-3 years
H: 95 cm W: 70 cm L: 120 cm

Baby-junior bed 0-7 years
incl. junior extension set for
baby cot
H: 55-95 cm W: 70 cm L: 120-150 cm

210300-01

Whitewash

210300-03

White

210300-07

Walnut

210300-09

Grey

210700-01

Whitewash

210700-03

White

210700-07

Walnut

210700-09

Grey

Whitewash

Black

White

Canopy stick for Classic™ baby cot
W: 12 cm L: 118 cm

Safety guard for Classic™
junior bed
H: 35 cm L: 99 cm

Walnut

Grey

Leander Classic™ high chair
High chair
H: 83 cm W: 55 cm D: 56 cm

Junior extension set for Classic™
baby cot
H: 15 cm W: 70 cm L: 91 cm

Natural

300000-01 Whitewash
300000-02 Black

210830-01

Whitewash

300000-03 White

210830-03

White

300000-05 Natural

210830-07

Walnut

300000-07 Walnut

210830-09

Grey

300000-09 Grey

210520-01

Whitewash

210520-03

White

210520-07
210520-09

Safety bar for Classic™ high chair
W: 29 cm D: 24 cm

305021-01

Whitewash

305021-02

Black

Walnut

305021-03

White

Grey

305021-05

Natural

305021-07

Walnut

305021-09

Grey

405051-01

Whitewash

405051-03

White

405051-07

Walnut

405051-09

Grey

Tray for Classic™ high chair
W: 44 cm D: 41 cm

305500-03 White
305500-09 Grey

LEANDER LUNA™

Leander Luna™ desk
White

Grey

Desk incl. legs and wall mounting
H: 90 cm W: 90 cm
D: (closed) 35 cm (open) 53 cm

720300-03		 White/oak
720300-09		 Grey/oak

Leander Luna™ baby cot
Baby cot 120 x 60 cm
H: 88 cm W: 65 cm L: 133 cm

720120-03

White/oak

720120-09

Grey/oak

Baby cot 140 x 70 cm
H: 88 cm W: 75 cm L: 153 cm

720140-03

White/oak

720140-09

Grey/oak

Safety guard for Luna™ baby cot
120 x 60 cm
H: 65 cm/ Safety guard: 30 cm W: 123 cm

720125-03

White

720125-09

Grey

Safety guard for Luna™ baby cot
140 x 70 cm
H: 65 cm/ Safety guard: 30 cm W: 143 cm

720145-03

White

720145-09

Grey

Canopy stick for Linea™ and Luna™
baby cot
H: 142 cm D: 36 cm

700520

LEANDER LINEA™
Oak

Beech

Leander Linea™ baby cot
Baby cot
H: 90 cm W: 65 cm L: 132 cm

700020		
Oak

Canopy stick for Linea™ and Luna™
baby cot
H: 142 cm D: 36 cm

700520		
Oak

700020-05		Beech

Oak

700520-05		Beech

Leander Luna™ dresser
Dresser
H: 86 cm W: 103 cm D: 52 cm

Changing unit for Luna™ dresser
H: 12 cm W: 99 cm D: 72 cm

720640-03

White/oak

720640-09 Grey/oak

720641-03

White

720641-09

Grey

Leander Linea™ dresser
Dresser incl. 6 grey felt handles
H: 85 cm W: 100 cm D: 50 cm

700063		
Oak

Changing unit for Linea™ dresser
H: 12 cm W: 96 cm D: 76 cm

700563		
Oak

700063-05		Beech

700563-05		Beech

Leander Luna™ wardrobe
Wardrobe, small
incl. 1 hanger rail, 2 brown leather
handles, 2 moveable shelves
H: 138 cm W: 103 cm D: 52 cm

Wardrobe, large
incl. 1 hanger rail, 2 brown leather
handles, 3 moveable shelves
H: 190 cm W: 130 cm D: 58 cm

720210-03

White/oak

720210-09

Grey/oak

Leander Linea™ changing table w. foam cushion

720220-03

White/oak

720220-09

Grey/oak

Changing table incl. height adjustment
and foam cushion, cover is additional
H: 97-102 cm W: 67 cm D: 73 cm

700050-00-1		 Oak

Drawer for Linea™ changing table
H: 12 cm W: 46,5 cm D: 55 cm

700550-03-1		 White

700050-05-1		 Beech

LEANDER MATTY™

LEANDER MATTRESSES
Mattress for Classic™ cradle

Pale blue

Dusty grey

Soft pink

Cappuccino

Mattress
W: 49 cm L: 79 cm D: 5 cm

105081

Comfort 9m

404160-03

White

Leander Matty™ changing mat
Changing mat
H: 11 cm W: 50 cm D: 70 cm

510010-71

Pale blue

510010-72

Dusty grey

510010-76

Soft pink

510010-77

Cappuccino

LEANDER WALLY™

Top mattress for Classic™ cradle
Top mattress
W: 48 cm L: 79 cm

Mattress for Classic™ baby cot + baby-juniorbed
Mattress
W: 66 cm L: 116 cm

210811

Comfort +7

210812

Premium +7

210813

Organic +7

210851

Comf./Prem.

210853

Organic

Top mattress for Classic™ baby cot
W: 65 cm L: 115 cm

214153

White

Top mattress til Classic™ junior bed
W: 65 cm L: 145 cm

404164-03

White

Mattress
W: 60 cm L: 120 cm

700811

Comfort +7

700812

Comfort +7

Dusty grey Cappuccino

Leander Wally™ wall mounted changing table
Wall mounted changing table
incl. 3 organizers
(closed) H: 78 cm W: 56 cm D: 17 cm
(open)
H: 40 cm W: 56 cm D: 80 cm

550010-72

Dusty grey

550010-77

Cappuccino

Mattress extension piece
W: 66 cm L: 30 cm

Top mattress for Classic™ baby-junior bed

LEANDER ORGANIZERS
Dusty grey Cappuccino

Leander rack and organizers

Mattress for Linea™ and Luna™ baby cot

Organizers 3 pcs., 2 pcs. short rack
incl. 2 hooks
H: 12 cm W: 34,5 cm D: 12 cm

752010-72

Dusty grey

752010-77

Cappuccino

Mattress
W: 70 cm L: 140 cm

Organizers 3 pcs., 1 pc. long rack
incl. 2 hooks
H: 12 cm W: 62 cm D: 12 cm

752020-72

Dusty grey

752020-77

Cappuccino

Top mattress for Linea™ og Luna™ babyseng
Top mattress
W: 60 cm L: 120 cm

404163-03

White

Top mattress
W: 70 cm L: 140 cm

404165-03

White

LEANDER TEXTILES

Snow

Cool grey

LEANDER TEXTILES

Dusty rose

Dusty blue Cappuccino

White

Interlock Jersey, 150 gr/m2, 100% organic cotton

Voile, 70 gr/m2, 35% cotton, 65% polyester

Sheet for cradle, organic

Canopy til Classic™ cradle

Sheet, 2 pcs.
W: 40 cm L: 80 cm H: 10 cm

780011-60

Snow

Canopy
L: 150 cm

Dusty rose

Dusty blue

104361

White

104361-63

Dusty rose

104361-64

Dusty blue

214510-03

White

214510-63

Dusty rose

214510-64

Dusty blue

700821-03

White

700821-63

Dusty rose

700821-64

Dusty blue

Sheet for baby cot, organic
Sheet, 2 pcs.
W: 60 cm L: 115 cm H: 15 cm

780013-60

Snow

780013-62

Cool grey

780013-63

Dusty rose

780013-64

Dusty blue

780013-77

Cappuccino

Canopy for Classic™ baby cot
Canopy
W: 390 cm H: 180 cm

Canopy for Linea™ and Luna™ baby cot

Sheet for junior bed, organic
Sheet, 2 pcs.
W: 60 cm L: 140 cm H: 15 cm

780015-60

Snow

780015-62

Cool grey

780015-63

Dusty rose

780015-64

Dusty blue

780015-77

Cappuccino

Canopy
W: 340 cm H: 170 cm

Cool grey

Dusty rose

Dusty blue

Cappuccino

Terry, 450 gr/m2, 100% organic cotton
Dusty rose

Dusty blue

Cappuccino

Percale, 150 gr/m2, 100% organic cotton

Topper
W: 45 cm L: 65 cm

Baby bedding, 70 x 100 cm, Forrest
Baby bedding
W: 70 cm L: 100 cm /
W: 45 cm L: 40 cm

Leander topper for changing mat, organic

780022-63

Dusty rose

780022-64

Dusty blue

780022-77

Cappuccino

510802-62

Cool grey

510802-63

Dusty rose

510802-64

Dusty blue

510802-77

Cappuccino

510804-62

Cool grey

510804-63

Dusty rose

Leander hoodie, organic
Hoodie
W: 80 cm L: 80 cm

Junior bedding, 100 x 140 cm, Forrest
Junior bedding
W: 100 cm L: 140 cm /
W: 45 cm L: 40 cm

780024-63

Dusty rose

780024-64

Dusty blue

780024-77

Cappuccino

510804-64

Dusty blue

510804-77

Cappuccino

LEANDER TEXTILES

Snow

Cool grey

Dusty rose

LEANDER TEXTILES

Dusty blue

Dark blue

Ginger

Cappuccino

Cool grey

Dusty rose

Dusty blue

Dark blue

Ginger

Cappuccino

Bumper: Canvas 250 gr/m2, 100% organic cotton / filling: 100% polyester
Mattress cover: Canvas 250 gr/m2, 100% organic cotton / lining: 100% polyester

Cushion: Canvas 250 gr/m2, 100% organic cotton / filling: 100% polyester
Cushion cover: Canvas 250 gr/m2, 100% organic cotton / inside coating: 100% polyurethane

Bumper for Classic™ baby cot, organic

Cushion for Classic™ high chair, organic

Bumper
W: 29/36 cm L: 158 cm

214410-60

Snow

214410-62

Cool grey

214410-63

305061-62

Cool grey

305061-63

Dusty rose

Dusty rose

305061-64

Dusty blue

214410-64

Dusty blue

305061-65

Dark blue

214410-65

Dark blue

305061-66

Ginger

214410-66

Ginger

305061-77

Cappuccino

214410-77

Cappuccino

700852-62

Cool grey

700852-63

Dusty rose

Cushion cover for Linea™ changing table

Bumper for Luna™ and Linea™ baby cot, organic
Bumper
W: 30 cm L: 180 cm

Cushion cover
W: 60 cm L: 70 cm

700817-60

Snow

700817-62

Cool grey

700852-64

Dusty blue

700817-63

Dusty rose

700852-65

Dark blue

700817-64

Dusty blue

700852-66

Ginger

700817-65

Dark blue

700852-77

Cappuccino

700817-66

Ginger

700817-77

Cappuccino

Sofa set for Linea™ and Luna™ baby cot 120 cm
Sofa set
Bumper: W: 40 cm L: 237 cm
Mattress cover:
W: 60 cm L: 120 cm H: 10 cm

Cushion for highchair
W: 30 cm L: 50 cm

700818-62

Cool grey

700818-65

Dark blue

700818-66

Ginger

LEANDER ACCESSORIES

Black

Natural

Brown

Leather strap for Classic™ safety bar
Leather strap for safety bar

305621-02

Black

305621-05

Natural

305621-07

Brown

Brown

White

Harness for Classic™ high chair
Harness for Classic™ high chair

Grey

Pink

Blue

305682

Brown

305683

White

Turquoise

Purple

Yellow

Orange

Felt handles for dresser or wardrobe, 6 pcs.
Felt handles
W: 3 cm L: 10,5 cm

790163-30

Grey

790163-31

Pink

790163-32

Blue

790163-33

Turquoise

790163-34

Purple

790163-35

Yellow

790163-36

Orange

Credits:
Black

Natural

Brown

Interior: Oyoy living design

Leather handles for dresser or wardrobe, 6 pcs.
Leather handles
W: 3 cm L: 10,5 cm

Photo: Jakob Lerche fotografi

790164-03

Black

790164-05

Natural

790164-07

Brown

Wallpaper: Sandberg , Emma dark grey, art. No. 30427-81.
Ferm Living, Safari, art. No. 30197
Coat rack & stool: Tue Frier
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